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Resurrecting Excellence
In Bible, Gender, Sexuality James Brownson argues that Christians should
reconsider whether or not the biblical strictures against same-sex relations as
defined in the ancient world should apply to contemporary, committed same-sex
relationships. Presenting two sides in the debate -- "traditionalist" and "revisionist"
-- Brownson carefully analyzes each of the seven main texts that appear to address
intimate same-sex relations. In the process, he explores key concepts that inform
our understanding of the biblical texts, including patriarchy, complementarity,
purity and impurity, honor and shame. Central to his argument is the need to
uncover the moral logic behind the biblical text. Written in order to serve and
inform the ongoing debate in many denominations over the questions of
homosexuality, Brownson's in-depth study will prove a useful resource for
Christians who want to form a considered opinion on this important issue.

Some Issues in Human Sexuality
Elucidates the pros and cons of current Christian discussion on the question of
homosexuality. Challenges partisan views and provides a balanced discussion.

Homosexuality in the Church
God made sexuality. It is a gift and stewardship from God. But there is much more
to human identity than sexuality. We were made for eternity, where the church will
be married to Christ. Let us look at the words of God about homosexuality and run
straight into the arms of Christ, the Savior who welcomes repentant sinners of
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every kind to a kingdom not built with man's strength, but with the very power and
grace of God.

God and the Gay Christian
In this revised and expanded best seller, Rogers argues for equal rights in both the
church and society for lesbians, gays, bisexuals, and transgendered people. He
describes how he moved away from opposition to support, charts the church's
history of using biblical passages to oppress marginalized groups, argues for a
Christ-centered reading of Scripture, debunks stereotypes about gays and lesbians,
and explores texts used most frequently against homosexuals and gay ordination.
In this newly revised edition, he maps the recent progress of major U.S.
denominations toward full equality for LGBT persons, adds a new chapter that
examines how Scripture is best interpreted by Jesus' redemptive life and ministry,
and updates his own efforts and experiences. The book also includes a guide for
group study or personal reflection.

Torn
Grounded in a lifetime of biblical study, New Testament scholar Willard M. Swartley
takes a fresh look at the Scriptures and what they would teach on the current and
controversial subject of homosexuality. In a spirit of love and generosity, Swartley
presents all sides of the issue, drawing from contemporary scholarship and cultural
analysis. He concludes with a model for congregational discernment and
suggestions for the path forward.

Two Views on Homosexuality, the Bible, and the Church
The King James Bible for ebook readers, desktops, tablets and phones. Including
Old Testament and New Testament, this is a wonderful tool that keeps the
scriptures at your fingertips. The translation that became the Authorized King
James Bible was begun in 1604 and in 1611 was published by the Church of
England, under the direction of King James. The translation was done by fortyseven Church of England scholars, the New Testament coming from the Greek
Textus Receptus (Received Text), the Old Testament from the Masoretic Hebrew
text, and the Apocrypha from the Greek Septuagint (LXX), except for two Esdras
from the Latin Vulgate.

Love Lost in Translation
Resurrecting Excellence aims to rekindle and encourage among Christian leaders
an unselfish ambition for the gospel that shuns both competition and mediocrity
and rightly focuses on the beauty, power, and excellence of living as faithful
disciples of the crucified and risen Christ. Drawing on ancient traditions and on
contemporary voices, L. Gregory Jones offer both a theology of excellence and
portraits of pastors, lay leaders, and congregations that embody "a more excellent
way."--Publisher's description.

What Does the Bible Really Teach about Homosexuality?
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(eBook)
Gay marriage has become the most important domestic social issue facing twentyfirst-century Americans -- particularly Americans of faith. Most Christians are promarriage and hold traditional family values, but should they endorse extending
marriage rights to gays and lesbians? If Jesus enjoined us to love our neighbors as
ourselves, and the homosexual is our neighbor, does that mean we should accept
and bless gay marriages? These and other, related questions are tearing many
faith-based communities apart. Across the country, states have voted, courts have
debated, and churches have divided over the legitimacy of same-sex marriage.
Amid the uproar one perspective is decidedly missing: that of thoughtful, promarriage Christians who, informed by their faith, are struggling to make sense of
this issue. What God Has Joined Together? is an effort to bridge the divide between
marriage-supporting and gay-supporting people of faith by showing why both sides
have important things to say and showing how both sides can coexist. Drawing on
scientific research as well as on the Bible, the authors explain that marriage is
emotionally, physically, financially, and spiritually beneficial for everyone, not just
heterosexuals. They debunk myths about sexual orientation, assess claims of
sexual reorientation, and explore what the Bible does and does not say about
same-sex relationships. The book ends with a persuasive case for gay marriage
and outlines how this can be a win-win solution for all.

Bible, Gender, Sexuality
Justin Lee, a gay man and devout Christian, bridges the gaps between his faith and
sexuality in this insightful and touching memoir. As a teenager and young man,
Justin Lee felt deeply torn. Nicknamed "God Boy" by his peers, he knew that he was
called to a life in the evangelical Christian ministry. But Lee harbored a secret: He
also knew that he was gay. In this groundbreaking book, Lee recalls the events--his
coming out to his parents, his experiences with the "ex-gay" movement, and his indepth study of the Bible--that led him, eventually, to self-acceptance. But more
than just a memoir, TORN provides insightful, practical guidance for all committed
Christians who wonder how to relate to gay friends or family members--or who
struggle with their own sexuality. Convinced that "in a culture that sees gays and
Christians as enemies, gay Christians are in a unique position to bring peace," Lee
demonstrates that people of faith on both sides of the debate can respect, learn
from, and love one another.

Homosexuality and the Church
“An explosive, fascinating book that reveals how the Bible cannot be used as a
rulebook when it comes to sex. A terrific read by a top scholar.” —Bart Ehrman,
author of Misquoting Jesus Boston University’s cutting-edge religion scholar
Jennifer Wright Knust reveals the Bible’s contradictory messages about sex in this
thoughtful, riveting, and timely reexploration of the letter of the gospels. In the
tradition of Bart Erhman’s Jesus Interrupted and John Shelby Spong’s Sins of
Scripture, Knust’s Unprotected Texts liberates us from the pervasive
moralizing—the fickle dos and don’ts—so often dictated by religious demagogues.
Knust’s powerful reading offers a return to the scripture, away from the mere
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slogans to which it is so often reduced.

Unprotected Texts
Saint Paul was a sinner. He never met Jesus, but he experienced the famous
conversion on the road to Damascus long after the Messiah had been crucified.
Paul believed his Damascus experience had healed his guilty soul, but Jesus' own
brother doubted Paul's tale.James' rejection spurred Paul to hike the Roman
highways of the Mediterranean world to proclaim the truth of Damascus, over and
over again, if not for James' approval, then for his own. Had he not been healed at
Damascus? And then there was the stinging thorn in his flesh that kept the guilty
wound on his soul festering.Journey to the first century world of the Roman empire.
Here you will encounter emperors and slaves, Jews and Greeks, and men and
women lifted from the pages of the New Testament as they stumble forward
following the death of Jesus, unwitting midwives to the birth of Christianity. Follow
Paul and James as they contend for the soul of the newborn Jesus movement; their
struggle is the story of Christian origins.

The New Testament and Homosexuality
A Christian psychiatrist examines the latest research, refuting the alleged genetic
basis for homosexuality and assessing the social power homosexuals have gained.

Washed and Waiting
A respected evangelical speaks out on the church's most controversial issue,
proposing that it is possible for Christian communities to welcome homosexuals
without affirming same-sex unions.

What God Has Joined Together
Just what is a proper use of the Bible, especially the New Testament, in Christian
debates about acceptance of homosexuals? In addition to bringing clarity and
honesty to issues of the relevance of the Bible, this work brings a little more light
and a little less heat to the discussion, a little more acceptance of all persons on
the "other side," and maybe even an awareness that in Christ there is really no
"other side" at all.

Strange Flesh
The author explores what the Bible and other early religious texts have to say
about homosexuality.

What Does the Bible Say on Homosexual Practice?
Gagnon offers the most thorough analysis to date of the biblical texts relating to
homosexuality. He demonstrates why attempts to classify the Bible’s rejection of
same-sex intercourse as irrelevant for our contemporary context fail to do justice
to the biblical texts and to current scientific data. Gagnon’s book powerfully
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challenges attempts to identify love and inclusivity with affirmation of homosexual
practice. . . . the most sophisticated and convincing examination of the biblical
data for our time. —Jürgen Becker, Professor of New Testament, ChristianAlbrechts University

Can You Be Gay and Christian?
What does the Bible really say about Homosexuality? It depends who you ask. In
this comprehensive book, Steve Wells presents both the scriptural arguments that
conservatives use to condemn homosexuality and the more liberal interpretations
espoused by modern progressives.

The Bible's Yes to Same-Sex Marriage
Gagnon offers the most thorough analysis to date of the biblical texts relating to
homosexuality. His strong and clearly articulated argument establishes that the
Bible contains a unanimous witness defining same-sex intercourse as sin. He does
so while rigorously engaging biblical scholars and historians who have written both
for and against this understanding of same-sex intercourse. In addition, he
demonstrates systematically why attempts to classify as irrelevant for our
contemporary context the Bible's rejection of same-sex intercourse fail to do
justice to the biblical texts. His conclusions are clear and compassionate, as he
cautions readers on all sides of the debate against a truncated gospel, and
challenges all to strive for a holistic view of the command to love God and
neighbor.

What Does the Bible Teach about Homosexuality?
No issue is more divisive or more pressing for the church today than
homosexuality. Two Views on Homosexuality, the Bible, and the Church brings a
fresh perspective to a well-worn debate. While Christian debates about
homosexuality are most often dominated by biblical exegesis, this book seeks to
give much-needed attention to the rich history of received Christian tradition,
bringing the Bible into conversation with historical and systematic theology. To
that end, both theologians and biblical scholars—well accomplished in their fields
and conversant in issues of sexuality and gender—articulate and defend each of
the two views: Affirming view William Loader Megan K. DeFranza Traditional view
Wesley Hill Stephen R. Holmes Unique among most debates on homosexuality, this
book presents a constructive dialogue between people who disagree on significant
ethical and theological matters, and yet maintain a respectful and humanizing
posture toward one another. Even as these scholars articulate pointed arguments
for their position with academic rigor and depth, they do so cordially, clearly, and
compassionately, without demeaning the other. The main essays are followed by
exceptionally insightful responses and rejoinders that interact with their fellow
essayists with convicted civility. Holding to a high view of Scripture, a commitment
to the gospel and the church, and a love for people—especially those most
affected by this topic—the contributors wrestle deeply with the Bible and theology,
especially the prohibition texts, the role of procreation, gender complementarity,
and pastoral accommodation. The book concludes with general editor Preston
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Sprinkle’s reflections on the future of discussions on faith and sexuality.

Homosexuality and the Western Christian Tradition
Jacob and Solomon were polygamists. Tamar and Rahab were prostitutes. What are
polygamists and prostitutes doing on the pages of Holy Scripture? And God told the
prophet Hosea to marry a prostitute. What about Cain—did he really marry his
sister? Abraham did, and he was also a polygamist. Lot offered his daughters up for
rape, David committed adultery (or rape?) and the Bible calls both men righteous.
Love, Old Testament style, was bizarre. As readers of the Old Testament encounter
these weird, confusing, and horrific “love” stories they ask, “What’s up with sex in
the Old Testament?” The church often ignores the R-rated bits of the Bible, so it’s
hard for people to find answers to their disturbing questions about sex in Scripture,
which can lead people to give up on God and God’s word. However, these stories
were included in the Bible for a reason, to reveal an even more shocking “love”
story. When humans behave badly, God behaves graciously. God not only forgives
people with sexual baggage, but also redeems their lives and includes them in his
mission. God’s word records their story to benefit us. Just as sex was not often
ideal in the Old Testament, it’s often not ideal today. Instead of ignoring these
stories, Prostitutes and Polygamists engages, discusses, and learns from them.

Homosexuality and the Politics of Truth
Gagnon offers the most thorough analysis to date of the biblical texts relating to
homosexuality. He demonstrates why attempts to classify the Bible's rejection of
same-sex intercourse as irrelevant for our contemporary context fail to do justice
to the biblical texts and to current scientific data. Gagnon's book powerfully
challenges attempts to identify love and inclusivity with affirmation of homosexual
practice. . . . the most sophisticated and convincing examination of the biblical
data for our time. --Jürgen Becker, Professor of New Testament, Christian-Albrechts
University

Homosexuality (DeYoung)
The Bible on the Question of Homosexuality
*Is there a place for celibate, gay Christians in the church? *How do the gospel,
holiness, and indwelling sin play out in the life of a Christian experiencing samesex attraction? And how do brothers and sisters in Christ show love to them?
Wesley Hill offers wise counsel that is biblically faithful, theologically serious, and
oriented to the life and practice of the church.As a celibate gay Christian, Hill gives
us a glimpse of what it looks like to wrestle firsthand with God's "No" to same-sex
sexual intimacy. What does it mean for gay Christians to be faithful to God while
struggling with the challenge of their homosexuality? What is God's will for
believers who experience same-sex desires? Those who choose celibacy are often
left to deal with loneliness and the hunger for relationships. How can gay Christians
experience God's favor and blessing in the midst of a struggle that for many brings
a crippling sense of shame and guilt? Weaving together reflections from his own
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life and the lives of other Christians, such as Henri Nouwen and Gerard Manley
Hopkins, Hill offers a fresh perspective on these questions. He advocates neither
unqualified "healing" for those who struggle nor accommodation to temptation, but
rather faithfulness in the midst of brokenness.

The Bible, Christianity, & Homosexuality
Offers practical guidance for Christians who have gay friends, family members, or
who struggle with their own sexuality.

Love Into Light
What the Bible Really Says about Homosexuality
Outstanding authorities on scripture, tradition, reason, biology, ethics, and
gendered experience discuss one of the most divisive debates in the church today:
the place of homosexuals in the community of faith. The balanced treatment of the
issues and the contrasting insights of the essays make this a valuable resource for
reflection individually or in groups.

Jesus, the Bible, and Homosexuality, Revised and Expanded
Edition
This volume by William J. Webb explores the hermeneutical maze that
accompanies any treatment of these three controversial topics and takes a new
step toward breaking down walls within the evangelical community related to
them.

Homosexuality and the Bible
This widely anticipated report will be welcomed by all who wish to come to a
greater understanding of the issues surrounding homosexuality, bisexuality and
transsexualism and the Church. It provides an in-depth account of the surrounding
issues, and provides detailed analyses of key Scriptural passages.

The Bible and Homosexual Practice
Love Lost in Translation systematically examines the biblical stories and passages
that are generally assumed to deal with, or comment on, homoerotic relationships:
Noah and Ham, Sodom and Gomorrah, Leviticus 18:22, Deuteronomy 23:17-18,
Judges 19, Romans 1:26-27, and 1 Corinthians 6:9. K. Renato Lings convincingly
demonstrates that mistranslations of these texts into Greek, Latin and other
languages occurred early, and that serious errors continue to be committed by
translators today. This explains the painful controversy about same-sex
relationships, which has rocked Christian churches for decades

A Wretched Man, a Novel of Paul the Apostle
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Homosexuality
The church is going through a time of severe fracture over the issue of
homosexuality. This book addresses the arguments from the gay Christian
movement and revisionist theologians and exegetes on a single point: Can they
withstand the evidence of the primary sources? In Unchanging Witness, Donald
Fortson and Rollin Grams articulate the consistent orthodox view on homosexuality
by presenting primary sources throughout Christian history and by interpreting the
biblical texts in their cultural contexts. The first part of the book examines church
history from the patristic period to the present day, and the second part engages
biblical texts in light of Ancient Near Eastern, Jewish, Greek, and Roman primary
sources. Throughout, the authors survey the conflicting and changing arguments of
revisionist readings and contend that, in light of the overwhelming evidence of the
relevant texts, the real issue is not one of interpretation but of biblical authority
and Christian orthodoxy.

The Bible and Homosexual Practice
There are many commendable books on the Bible and homosexuality which span
anywhere from a hundred to several hundred pages in length. For the curious, such
books can sometimes be inaccessible or more than they really want to read. "The
Bible, Christianity, & Homosexuality" is a concise yet profound analysis of the Bible
verses often misused to condemn gay and lesbian Christians. This study was
written to be accessible to all, indeed, something family members and friends of
gay and lesbian Christians might actually take the time to read. The Los Angeles
Times describes this work as "an illuminatinganalysis that argues the Bible doesn't
condemn faithful gay relationships." (McGough, 7/18/05).

Unchanging Witness
In this brief book, two New Testament scholars discuss the relevant biblical texts
on the subject of homosexual behavior and orientation.

Homosexuality, Science, and the "Plain Sense" of Scripture
In the early 2000s, Mark Achtemeier embarked on a personal journey with the
Bible that led him from being a conservative, evangelical opponent of gay rights to
an outspoken activist for gay marriage and a fully inclusive church. In The Bible's
Yes to Same-Sex Marriage, Achtemeier shares what led to his change of heart: the
problems with excluding groups of people and the insights into the Bible's message
that led him to recognize the fullness of God's love and support for the lesbian,
gay, bisexual, and transgender (LGBT) community. Readers will discover how
reading snippets of Scripture out of context has led to false and misleading
interpretations of the Bible's message about LGBT persons. Achtemeier shows how
a careful reading of the whole Scripture reveals God's good news about love,
marriage, and sexuality for gay and straight people alike.

Slaves, Women & Homosexuals
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In WHAT DOES THE BIBLE REALLY TEACH ABOUT HOMOSEXUALITY?, award-winning
author Kevin DeYoung challenges each of us – the skeptic and the seeker, the
certain and the confused – to take a humble look at God’s Word regarding the
issue of homosexuality. After examining key biblical passages in both the Old and
New Testaments and the Bible’s overarching teaching regarding sexuality, this
timely book responds to popular objections raised by Christians and non-Christians
alike, making this an indispensable resource for thinking through one of the most
pressing issues of our day.

Prostitutes and Polygamists
Did past societies condone homosexuality? This thorough study answers those who
revise the message of Scripture, by using the Bible, Jewish literature, and
information from ancient cultures. It provides the knowledge necessary to respond
with confidence, compassion, and honesty to demands that Christians accept
active homosexuality.

Welcoming But Not Affirming
The Prayer That Turns the World Upside Down
Reinterpretations of key Bible texts related to sexual orientation, written by a
Harvard student, present an accessible case for a modern Christian conservative
acceptance of sexual diversity.

The Holy Bible
Two Catholics and a Protestant attempt an unbiased examination of what biblical
texts have to say about homosexuality, in an analysis that even looks at Jesus's
own sexual orientation and attitudes toward homosexuality. Original.

The Bible and Homosexual Practice
A groundbreaking book from the president of the Southern Baptist Theological
Seminary that teaches readers how to participate in the radical, transformative
prayer that Jesus taught his first disciples. The Lord’s Prayer has been
domesticated and tamed, turned into a safe series of comforting words and made
familiar by repetition. In reality, writes Dr. Albert Mohler, the Lord’s Prayer turns
the world upside down, toppling every earthly power and announcing God’s reign
over all things, in heaven and on earth. The Lord’s Prayer is the most powerful
prayer in all the Bible, taught by Jesus to his own disciples. This generation of
Christians desperately needs to relearn the Lord’s Prayer and learn from Christ
himself how we are to unleash the power and discipline of prayer
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